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INTRODUCTION

. What changes have the Egyptian pyramids under-
gone after airnost 4000 years? Do the lofty peaks
of mountains remain the same forever? What
provides the rock material that the Mississippi
River pours into the Gulf of Mexico at the rate of
2,000;000 tons a day? These are only a few among
many similar, intriguing questions about the earth's
surface. Understanding- rock weathering and its
relation to the unrelenting force of gravity and the
long-term effects of erosion will help answer such
questions.

Minerals, rocks, and man-made products near
and at the earth's surface are- conystantly chaniing
because of exposure to air, water, and the: ac-
tivities of living things. These changes are ailed
weathering. Depending on the point of view,
weathering may he either constructive or destruc-
tive. A quarryman interested in cutting fresh gran-

ite slabs for buildings, statues, or tombstones
views weathering . differently froqi the farmer
plowing fields of loose, fine rock and dirt.' To the
quarryman, weathering means "breakdown" or
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"rotting," and the, weathered rock loses its useful-
ness. But to the farmer, weathering is a necessary
processing of rock into the materiall he needs-rsoil.

Weathering affects all materials7-house paint,
glass, concrete, even steel. 'Any surface exposed
to water and air will weather. Some materials
merely takerlonger than oth'ers to show the effects;
Weathering has been' powerful enough to alter, and
alter again, the entire surface of the earth, Field
trips can enable you to see effects of weathering on
materials in your community,. and to see that the
process iS going on continually everywhere..,

WEATHERING
PROCESSES'

Most rocks form under conditions very silifferent
from those existing at the earth's surface. As rocks ,

become exposed to the atmosphere and the hydro-
sphere (the water portion of thesarth), they respond
to this new environment by weathering. Weatilering
occurs not only at the earth's surface, but at ,any
depth penetrated bY ,air and wafer. Weathering is
one of the more. important processes that occurs
at an interfoce. or zone of interaction, among the
atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere tthe
solid outer shell of the earth).

What actually happens to a rock pr mineral when,
it weathers1First, it may be broken or shattered
into small pieces. This type f weathering is a
physical process'. Second, the rocks can be altered
chemically, generally by removing chemical ele-
ments from the minerals or by adding elements
from some other source. Usually both processes
occur at the same time. These types of weathering
are chemical processes. Although it is simpler
to discuss the physical and chemical processes
separately because different principles are
volved, they seldom operate 'alone. Each aids the
other, and they generally occur simultaneously.

7



Physical Weitherh*

In most rocks physical weathering \begins Ong
before their exposure at the earth:s surface. While
Still deeply buried, they are under considerable
pressure. (Imagine the pressure exerted .at the
bottomof 5000 Dieters of rocks!) As overlying rocks
are eroded away, the pressure on the rocks below
is lessened and they expand upward. Frequently
cracks form. Providing pathways for water to
move thr gh the rocks.

Som mes in deep mines (such asche iold mines
of South Africa), the release of pitssure bursts
the rocks with such explosive violence that miners
are killed by 'flying fragments. Quarrymen occa-
sionally witness sudden pressure releases that
cause an upheaval of the quarry floor. For example.
in a granite quarry in Georgia, a quarryman and
his jackhammer were said to have been tossed
two meters in the air when part of the quarry floor
popped up.

Water too can break rocks. Water -stored in
hedrQek (solid rock usually overlain by loose rock
and, soil) Moves along cracks and through rock
pores and other openings. The water in near-
surface cracks and openings freezes and expands
to produce a wedging action, which' can be strong
enough to fracture the rocks and form neW Channels
for additional water seep e. As this process is
repeated, more and more ks are broken up
(Figure ).

-
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Figure 1. Water freez-
ing and cracking bed-
rock below the sur-
face.
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Figure 2. The wedg- You have probably seen tree roots growing in
ing action of tree roots rocks, as shown in Figure 2. Which do you suppose
on bedrock. came firstthe root orlthe crack in the rock? The

roots of plants, particularly those of large trees,
can grow not only into the soil, but also into tiny
cracks in bedrock. As they wedge and pry the
rocky material, the roOts widen the cracks. Such
openings are then ,invaded by water, and chemical
weathering results..

Animals also promote weathering. Some anidials
break up rocks by trampling on them. Others
burrow into the ground, exposing rocks to. the air.
Evtn tl*: earthworm aids in the weathering pro-
cess by passing low rock material through its
digestive tract.

Man's continuing efforts to adapt the earth's
surface to all his needs also effectively help to-
break up rocks. Drainage s5jstems, irrigation
projects, highway and darn construction. and
mining and quarrying activities all cause. consider-
able rock rfracturing and earth movement, and
expose large sections of fresh bedrock to the at-
mosphere.

4



Chemical Weathering

Rocks are simply aggregates of minerals, and
chemical weathering is the Aihemical reaction of
substances in the atmosphere and the hydrosphere
particularly carbon dioxide, oxygen, and \tater
with these minerals. Each mineral is made up of
combinations of a certain chemical element or
elements that give it a more or less distinctive
chemical composition. Elements composing'some
minerals exist as ions, atoms or groups of atoms of a
substance that are electrically charged because'
they have lost or gained electrons. Picture such a.
mineral as containing ions of different elements
held together by the mutual attraction of their
opposing electrical charges. For example, conimon
table salt consists of grains of the mineral plied
halite, composed of two elements, sodiurh and
chlorine, in a ratio of one ion of sodium to one ion
of chlorine ( Figure 3). Chemists have given each
element a shorthand symbol: sodium is Na and
chlorine is (7. 'Ihis makes the chemical formula
for halite Na( 7.

ROCK WEATHERING / 5

Figure 3. (A) Atomic
tructure of the mM-
eral halite showing
sodium and chlorine
ions (B) Natural ap-
pearance of halite

A mole complicated mineral is a type of olivine
called Javulik7. It is made up of three elements:
iron (Fe). silicon (Si). and oxygen 10). I he ratio
or these e)ement1/4, isiwo atoms of iron to one iitom
of silicon to fotu t. atom, of oxygen. held together
by shining eleetrons between the atotns. In chew
teal shorthand, fayal le us represeded us Fe,Si0,.

1 0
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Water can dissolve some minerals.. Halite, for
example, dissolve§ readily,its sodiurn and chllarine
ions become dispersed in the.water. On the other
hand, water combines with some substances .to
form weak acids. An example is the reaction of
water (1-120) with carbon dioxide (CO2) from the
atmosphere. The two combine, to form carbonic
acid (H2CO3). This prOcess can be expressed by
the.chemical equation

H20 + CO2 01 H2CO3

Carbonic acid is particularly effective in promoting
weathering.

Much of the carbon dioxide that combines with
water in the ground comes from decaying organic
material. Dead plant matter acciimulates and rots
to form humus ,. which contributes carbon dioxide
to the soil, where it is picked up by circulating
water and turned into carbonic acid. Plant rootlets
also produce acids that react with minerals: Even
tiny lichens are actively decomposing the rocks to
which they cling. '

Oxygen from thelaatmosphere is another cause
of chemical weathering. It combines with some
minerals through the process of oxidation to form
new minerals. Iron-bearing minerals are particu-
larly subject to oxidation. Few this reason the
surfaces of objects Made of iron must be protected
from expospre to the air. A car fender quickly
begins to rust after the paint has been scratched
off. Furthermore, when the iron in a mineral is
exposed to air and moisture, it is oxidized, and the
mineral tends to separate from the mineral struc-
ture. This process exposes new surfaces and aids
in-weathering.

The mineral fayalite can take part in an oxida-
tion reaction, as shown below. One of the oxida-
tion products is the familiar iron oxide hematite

Fe2O3).
2Fe2SiO4 -+ 2Fe203 + 2Si02

fayalite hematite soluble silica
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Hematite, and another iron oRide, limonite, are -
cornmonly quite soft and range in cohnr from rusty
i to yellow-brown. Rub your finger oyer rusty
iron and 'notice the color. These same minerals
cause streaks of discoloration where water, runs
over iron that has been left outdoors, as in pipes
and fences. The Indians powdered hematite and
limonite, using the red, orange, and yellow-brown
colors as "war paint." Becduse of their bright
colors, these iron oxides Were also once used for
commercial paints. As iron ores they-are impor-

. tant in supplying steel mills.
Water alone may produce chemical weathering.

It dissociates or separates into hydrogen (14+)
and hydroxyl (01-11 ions, which react with many
minerals:

H2O H++ OH-

Another source of H+ for reaction is the dissocia
tion of carbonic acid:

+HCO3-

It.iS thus not as .1-120. but as .H-f and OW ions,-
that water acts- as a powerful chemical agent on
some mineralS, breaking them down by reacting
with their elements..This process is called hydrol-
ysis, and it affects silicates, comPosed Mainly of
silicon and,oxygen, the most abundant minerals in
Ihe earth's crust. The hydrolysis of silicate minerals
commonly produces clay minerals and free ions in
solution. An' example-is the hydrolysis of ortho-
clase, the m6st coMmon silicate mineral:

2KAISi30 + H20 + 21-f 4 -4 Al2S1205(OH)4

orthoclase clay

4SiO2 2K+

soluble potassium
sWca ions

lz 2
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. Water can also lead tO chemical change by
another process calkEd 'ilydration. In this ProctSs.'
water is added to the minerals in rocks. As the
water is abSorbed exPansion titkes,placeand new,

;minerals are formed. The Mineral anhydrite
(CaSO4) combines with water to' form 'the mineral
gypsum (.aS.04 21'120) as ittilows:

CaSO,± 2H20.--+ CaSOe 21120

the change from anhydrite to .gypsuminc eEi.s4s
the volume by. appmximately 40 percent.

Clay minerals ate Comiton "cts of che*cal
weathering processes. There are y different
types of clay, minerals.They are cornMonly com-
posed of ,silicon and altiminunf oxidfs in ebmbina-
tion with the other common' rock-forming elements
like sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium.
Illite and kaolinite iwo eonmon day minerals.

"SWelling clays" that expand when wet preseat
construction. .prciblemt: During rainy periods,
buildings on rock containing suek clay may heave,
cracking the foundations and causifig the doors
and windows to jam. On the other hand, clay
Minerals are' used in the manufacture of bricks
and porcelain and as filler in chocolate bars and
beauty preparations.

THE SPEED
OF WEATHERING

How rapid is weathering? Does the rate of
weathering differ from place to place and from
time to time?, -

About 1500 B.C. two stone obelisks that came
to be known as Cleopatra's Needles were shipped
from granite quarries near Aswan, Egypt, andoet
up at Heliopolis, on the bank of the Nile. In the
ancient, Egyptian religion the obelisks represented -
the sun, symbolic of light and life, and the daily
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Figuye 4. (A) ClaCi-
patrir's Nfiedle in Alex-
indria; Egypt, in

- 1880's. (B) Cleopatra's
Needle in dentiat Pprk,
New York City, today:

.eourse of Ra, the sun god.. About 14 B.C.. Caesar
Augustus had the two obelisks moved.,to -Alex-
antiria to decorate the Caesareum. Still later, in
1878 ahd 1881, respectively, the obelisks were
given to England.and the United States.' One now
stands on the ThAmes .embankment in London, the,
other in Central Park irt New York City, Juxta-
posing the appearance of one of the obelisks after
almost 3400 years in Egypt and after less than 100
years in.(7entral, Park .provides an interesting com-
parison.of weathering rates 04t. jr.er 4).

The hieroglyphics inscribed on both the obelisk
in London and the one in New York (Figure
are, defaCed, indicating extensive. Weathering.
Some scientists attribute the rapid weathering
to the transition from a hot, arid climate in Egypt,
where the obelisks presumably remained essen-
tially unchanged for almost 3400 years, to their
'present variable, Moist climates. Others suggest
that they Were already deeply weathered in Egypt,
and that moving them .to the present climates
simply increased the flaking of weathered material.,

1 4
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1.

; tucky the same kiqd of rock may develop .caves
and sinkholes. A assive outcrop of -granite May
weatAer sluwlyln one area, but because' of inten-
Sive fracti1 or a difference in Climate be Worn
away complgtely after onlY a few years in another
region. '

..

Also important is an area's topography. This
affects such features as water runoff, vegetation,
and the rate of erosion of weathered materials. Vor
instance, loose rock material and soil will accuMu-
late in flat-lying areas, but may quickly be removed
in mouatainous ones, thereby exposing more bed-
rock to be weathered.

In .general, the most rapid chemical weathering
can be expected in areas with abundant rainfall and
high temperatures. Abundant rainfall promotes
growth of dease vegetation, while high tempera-
tures increase both the rate of plant growth and the
rate Of decay of dead plant material. Tlie7rotting
plants in turn supply acids to the ground m isture.
A tropical rainy climate is thus ideal for c emical
weathering (Figure 5A). In the United Sta es, the
humid subtropical parts of several south astern
states most closely approximate these con itions,
although the continental United States d

(1

es not. .
have a true tropical climate.

Physical weathering, by contrast, is mos active
where temperature changes are frequent ' nd ex-
treme, an (, rwhere rainfall is scanty. Lnd these
conditions. edrock is corrimonly exposed t physi-
cal weathering be,cause vegetation is sparse Figure
513). Consequently, physical weathering is a major
factor in arid regions like Arizona and N vada,
and in areas with alternatsYfreezing and th ing,
as at high altitudesantrpolar latitudes....-

by general; several factorsincluding the nattire
of bedrock, elimatic.conditions, and the abnfidance
of plant and animal lifinfluence the thte at which
weathering piogresses. And 'usually the effects
of weathering take years tO become readily notide-
able. 'A limestone may iesist weathering in a semi-
arid region like Arizona, showing little alteration
after many years; but in a humid State like Ken.

15
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iguro h (A) romple
ruins in hurind triqk
03) Scrub bfu,-,h ri

arid desert
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PREPARING FOR
A PIED TRIP

Weathering 'occurs every,vhete. There are manY
common 'produCts and results of weathering to
look for on field trips. . .

Does the'area you plan t6 visit display a variety
of natural featuressuch as different tyPes of
visible bedrock', varying amounts of bedrock.
disturbance, changes in types and density, of vege-
tation, and a nriediopographyi? If sb, be.sure to
plan your-field trip or trip'S'se'that you visit:as
many different sites of weathering it* possible..
CoMparing field Observations of a variety Of geo-
logic features will help yciu better Understand the
weathering processes.

lt is important .to have the necessary equipment
-when you take a field trip. ee sure lo wear old

Clothes: stioes that protect your ankles when
climbing on the rocks are also a good idea. The
following materials are useful:

Compass
Dilute hydrochloric acid (10% solution, in a I -oz

dropper bottle: available in most drug stores)
Rock hammer (geoldgic pick)
Hand lens (magnifying glass)
Notebook
yelt,uen for labeling samples
Pencils with erasers. a few colored pencils
Pocket knife,
Ruler
12 paper bags

FIELD TRIP
TO AN OUTCROP

Your first question might logically be where to
find an outcrop to study rock weathering. Some
areas ore full of exposed bedrock and, outcrops

7
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are easy to and, but in others the bedrock is cov-
ered by a thick layer of soil and dense vegetation.
If exposures are scarce, check along all streams
and rivers: their flowing water rapidly removes
loose material overlying bedrocky Man-made
exposures .Of bedrock are an alternative source:
Check road cuts 'and quarry sites or any .area
where there has been construction work Figure 6).

After choosing a good location, he sure to get
perrnission before gbing on private property. Obey
all trespass laws. Landowners are generally cordial
and willing to have you on their land if you ask them
before you enter their property. When you arrive
at the outcrop. first get, an overall impression of
the eiposure you will be studying. Carefully look
over the terrain; observe such features as topog-,.

raphy, drainage. size of the outcrop area, _and
vegetation. Then ask yourself: ."Ny _is there an
outcrOp here? How did it get here? Has it been
here,a long time?"

1 8

Figure 6. Road mit
shows effects of
weathering on differ-.
ent rock types.
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When you begin to observe weathering of the
outcrop, also cdrisider the.following factors:

I) The kind of rock exposed and the identity of.
some of its minerals.

2) The changes yotrnotice by contrasting sam-
ples 40* fresh and .weathered rock, such as
their color ;Ind hardness, and the size:_shape,
and arrapgement of pirtiele.s.

3) The phitsical arid Chemicae weathering pro-
cesSes that have been attive, and the relative.
ijaportanZe of each..

4 The ecqnomic implicationsboth, Carrai3le
and unfavorableof this weathering as it
affects min.

5) What the weatheiing products are: ,

How to Examine the Rock

Because weathering can be considered an ad-
justment of materials. 40 a new environment, you
should first look for any changes that have taken
place. -

It is important to have representative samples
of fresh and weathered rock. Look over the out-
crop carefully; then decide wbere to get samples
of both kinds (rikure 7). Get a solid piece of
weathered rock, avoiding highly, crumbly area(
Break off a piece of hard, firm rock to get a sample

of fresh rock. Be carefid when striking. rock. Smell
Chips may fly off and can be dangerous, especially
to the eyes. Shield your eyes, and do not hit rocks
while other people are standing nearby.

Inspect the two pieces of rock carefully, observ-
ing their similarities and their differences. Then"
use your hand lens to exaMine the individual min-
erals in each sample. What visible features are
different in the two samples? Remembersuch
differences are probably the result of weathering.

Color is probably the first feande you will Rote.
Compare the two samHes for overall color. Then
check tl;e evlor of the minerals in each sample. Do
you notice any changes in color between the fresh
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and weathered samples? Does one sample have
more minerals that are dark, colored? '

Hardatat is a Properly that can be easily tested.
The hardness of.a rock is related to the strength
with which the individual mineral grains are.beld
together! Hence it ist a measure of the cementing
or interlocking strength of a 1----rcks. Test the rock
halhdness.by lightly. hitting or rubbing the samptes
with your-hammer. Does the, rock crumnble into

-loose materialror does it remain hard And firm?

WEATHERED EXTERIOR FRESH INTERIOR

Mineral hardiess refers to the resistance of a

mineral when you try to scratch it. The amount of
resistance indicates the compactneSs and firmness
of the arrangement of atoms inside the mineral. This
,type of hardness..can be tested by trying to scratch
the minerals with your pocket knife, a penny, or
even your fingernail. If evin thc pocket knife can-
not scratch one or.more of the minerals in the rock,
try ;scraping the edges of these minerals against
the knife blade to see if tity ase hard enough to
scratch it. Does one saniple appear to have more
hard minerals than the other?

Rock fabric is -the arrangement of the particles
(grains, minerals, rock fragments, fossils) in a rock.
Observe the arrangement of particles in both the

_Figure 7. Contrast
between fresh and
weathered rock.
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fresh and the weathered samples. Do you see ally
alignment in 'the rock fabricbands, layers, or
wavy streaks? What is the effect of weathering on
the rock fabric? tan you see the fabiic more clearly
in the fresh of in the weathered sample?'"

On,Oloser inspection you may notice that some
particles weather more rapidly than other5; con-
sequently, the particles with more resistance
(quartz, for example, stand out on the surface more
than weathered particles do. Perhaps the rocks are
layered; then a laygof the more resistant parficles
may be next tO a laie, of particles that weather
more rapidly (Figure 6). This is paned differential

-weathering:'
The reaction to dilute hydro(41oric odd (HCI) may

be a useful' test of the degyee of rock Weathering.
The H+ iops from dilute HCI react with carbonate
rocks (most commonly the mineral calcite, CaCO3);
carbon.dioxide (CO2) is set free in the form of a gas;

as shown by the veriical arrow in the equation:

+ CaCO3 CO2 + CaCl2

The escaping 'carbon 'dioxide causes the rock_ to

bubble and foam. The rate at whiph this occurs can
be used to measure Abe relative amount of .calcite
present and, thereby, the amount of weathering that

has taken place.
Several processes that oe)cur during weathering

tend to increase the foaming. As rock is weathered,
it becomes softer as the attachment between in-
dNidual grains is loosened. As a result,. the acid
penetrates the rock more easilY. Since the acid
then comes., in contact with more rock surface, if
this surface contains calcite the rock will foam
more freely. Also, as water moves through rocks
during weathering, the carbonate material in saki-
lion is commonly 'pricipitated as -calcite, which
coats the fracture surfaces and fills rock pore
spaces. This,toncentration of calcite is detected by
increased foaming. Again,' the weathered, sample
should foam more freely than the fresh rock sample.

2 1
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Joints are 'fractures or breaks, common in all
rocks, that generally occur in a regularly arranged
:pattern (Figfire 8). They`life formed by such meth-
ods as the release of confining pressurei,throu0
the erosion of overlying Tcks, the ciintraction.
when rocks are formed as melted -materials from
the earth's interior cool, the compaction of loose
sediments to form sedimentary rocks, and the
squeezing and foldieg of rocks. caused by move-

, meats within the earth. .

Jointsplay an importani role in rock weathering.
They are excellent channelways for the circulation
of %later downward through the rocks; this wa4r,
in turn, widens the joints by dhsolving minerals;
by decomposikg rock next to the joints, and by
carrying away fii*partieles of loose material. The
joints may -be further expanded P4Pftroot wedging
and by freezing and expanding oPtrapped water,

-

Figure B. Bedrock
Showing the effect of
jointing in weathei-
ing. (A) Cretaceous
limestone in William-
son County. Texas.
(B),..Paleozoic secii-
mimtarY rocks in Bur-
net Coun Texas.

22
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Look for the root systems- of any trees orlarge

A shrubs that may be, growing near the outcrop: See
if these rools follow:along joints, that- are present
in the outcrop.. po you notice aily grasses or other

' small plants grbwing along the joints? Is there any
discbloration in" the rocks adjaCent to:the joints.

- ( Figures 2 and -.8)?
Look for other features that miy affect the way

the rock is weathering, as, for example,lhe bedded
layers of se4imentary rocks or the Mineral bands
or layers in Some igneous and.metamorphic rocks.
These features may act as zones of Weakness alai*
which the rock 'subdivides into boulders and slabs:
Rocks. with closely spaced planes .of .weakness,
such as thinly bedded shale or highly fractured
deformed rocks, weather more rapidly than. un-
fractured rocks. Count the.number of joints as you
walk along the outcrop for a dislance Of three
meters.- Compare the number that are haii-thin or
unweathered with the nuMber thaf show' Some
width and are deeply weathered.

Rock debris consists of pieces of rock that were
loosened from the outcrop'and fell 16 the bottom of
the slope. The smaller ones are washed away by
heavy rains :. the larger blocks continue to weather
and break down to finer pieces. Pick up some of the
fragments lying loose at the, base of the atitcrop".
and look at them carefully. Since they came froth

. the outcrop, they contain the same minerals.
, The soil kohle cthiSist's of several zones or "tkOri-
zons" of lobse rocks and soil between the bedroCk
and the grod 'surface. Thc upper zones may be
rich in .organic material, decOmposed rock; and
products a chérnical weathering such as clay min-
erals, aluminum, and iron oxides. These are the
zones that support plant life; tarther down, .the
degree of clicnifcal weathering decreases and the
xnaterial simply becomes ,loose rock debris that
grades into the solid bedrock below (Figure 9).

Sec if you can observe the changes in tlie nature'
of the soil profile from top to bottonrt. Notice how
the rock fragments change in size as you move from

Flgyre 9. A. soil pro-
file developed on
granite shows weath-
ered horizons.
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the surface down to the unweathered bedrieck; and
how. the Color Of the migerial changes. Finally,
-measure the thickness of the weathered rock and,
if possible, subdiyide it into zones of highly al-
yrer1;. partly altered,' and .slightlyaltered material.
This breakdown will give yojr a good basis for
comparing the degree of weathering of this rock

; with the .weathering of other rock outcrops you
May visit.

Sedimentary Rocks

Bedding or layering is present in nearly all rocks
that have been formed as sediments became
pressed together. These are called sedimentary
rocks._ Variations in such features as,color, gi-afn
size, and -grain composition occur in the individual
beds. Sedimentary rocks such as sandstime and
shale, which are composed of rock particles .and
mineral grciins of variotis sizes, show the bedding
'pattern most clearly. If the outcrop you visit is
sandstone or shale, carefully eZamine the material
that makes up the different beds. What differences
distinguish one bed from another?

Can you recognize that some beds are more
weathered than others? Differential weathering
may have resulted from differences in the composi-
tion and size of the materials.niaking up (hese [Vs.
What features made some feeds less resistant to
weathering?

Now look at the surfaces between beds, called
the 12qiding planes. Do you see any evidence that `.

weathering, has been more severe in the rocks ad-
jacent to these planes?. Are there any plant roots
along these.planes, or is there any evidence,that
the rocks along these planes- have been pried or
loosened?.

Joints and bedding planes control the shape taken
by weathered fragments of rock. Shales often have
closely spaced joints and thin beds, ,s9 lheir weath,
ered pieces occur as chips and fragments a few
centimeters long. In contrast, sandstones, tend to

2 4
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Figuie 10. Role of
solutn . in the de-
velopment of caverns
in limestone begrock

%

be more thickly bedded and to have widely spaced
joints: tfiiy characteristically brealc into large
blocks.

Sandstone and .shale form by the accumulation
of particles of weathered rock., but not all sedi-
rfientary rocks have the same origin. Some are made
frOm material precipitated from solution. Rocks
formed from precipitated material include such
deposits as anhydrite and rock salt and Many
carbonate rocks, composed chidly of the minerals
calcite and dolomite.

Much Weathering of carbonate roCks occurs as
water percolating down through them dissolves
the material 9f which they are compoSed. As the
dissolved material is carried away, spaces Open
in the rocks., these spaces may enlarge into caverns,
or caves. If the outcrop you visit is carbonate nick,
look forevidence that the solution processims been
at WOrk. Do you see any- openings.along joints or
bedding planes (Figure 10)?

If the Openings in the rock.s become large enough,
the overlying material may .slump into the open
spaCes and disturb the bedding. This slumping may
make the surfate of the ground highly irregular ahd
even cause pitS to develop. Arc there any known
caves in your area? If so. can you spot them by the
surface topograPhy?

25
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Igneous and Metamorphic Rocks

Maxiy igneous and metamorphic rocic,s, which
develop from the molten material deep wiihin "the
earth, oceur as massive outcrops with few joirits
or other planef of weakness..0thers may be exten-
sively jointed. These rocks may weather to form
shells or sheets, which peel off when you pry them
with your pick. or they may become rounded by
weatheringa cbaracteristic of coarse-grained
rock sUch as granite (Figure H ). The igneous_gr
metamorphic rocks you examine may contain min-
erals in' bands O./ prominent laydrs of different:rock
types. If they do, these layers or bands may affect
the weathering, and the weathering features you
find may resemble ffthose in,sedimentary rocks.

, 26
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Figure 11. (A) De-
velopment of exfolia-
tion, or scaling, in
massive nonlayered
rock, shown diagram-
matically. (B) ExfOli-
ated boulderf in an
outcrop.
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Sketching the Outcrop

Prepare a detailed sketch of the outcrop. Make it
large enough to include a se.etion of outcrop about :
five meters wide and extending upivard from the
base of the exposure to the top of the. ground (in- ,*

chiding the soil). he sketch should include the
following observed weathering features:

1) Soil krofile. Tr) to subdivide it into layers
based on changes in color, size of rock frag-
ments, and general abundance of organic ma-.

".laterf .. ,
7) BedrOck. Include

a) Coior changes in the rock.
b) Joints; draw their pattern as carefully as ;

possible.
s) Bedding, layering, ba.nding, and other

prominent features of the rock fabric.,
d) Differential weathering.
e) Rounding or other changes in the shape op

bedrock blocks; stress particularly an
.effects that may show a progressive change
from -top to bottom Of the bedrock ex-.
posure.

fy Slurilpage or other disturbances of the lock
, that may have occurred as materials were

dissolved from between rock layers.
g) Any zones or defined limits of rock (for

example, joint fillings) that react to dilute
hydrochlorii acid.

.1i) Any other bedrock features that appear
. significant.

. 3) Rock debris at the' base of the outcrop. Some
areas 'may lack such material, but others may
'have prominent concentrations of loosely,
piled rock debris. The position of this debris
may be directly related to the quantity of bed-
rock in the outcrop that has weathered.

This detailed sketch is your Permanent record.
You may also wish tp photograph the outcrop. If

. so, first take a picture showing the entire area you
sketched. Then, if you wish, photograph some of

2 Z



r 'the Cletailed featgres. AlW4s include a person or
A famihar objectsuch as a hammer, ruler, or note-
bOok, in the picture to indicate the scale of the view.

Sampling for Laboratory Study

. .
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You may also wish to take samples for later
examination in the laboratory. So that, your data
will be meaningful, carefully"select each sathple as
representative of the rock. Samples should be care-
fully labeled. Don't forget to indicate where each ,

sample wai taken on'the outcrop sketch. This pro-
cedure makes it possible latei to correctly relate
your laboratory studies to the outcrop.

Several laboratory investigatioricsan be used to
measure changes that occur as rocks weather. For
example, since rock density,decreases as the rock

. weathers, one interesting experiment is to measure
and compare the specific gravity (density per tniit
volume) of a fresh rock with that of progressively
more weathered samples. of the same rock. To ck)

this, sample the rock both where it has been ex-
posed for a long time and, by breaking out sortie

.rock, below the surface where it appears fresh. If
one is available, use a Jolly balance, a double pan

, ring balance, to weigh each sample in air (Wa)
a d in water (tW,). The specific gravity is deter-

'.. mined as follows:

Waspecific gravity =

Ths ehernical composition of the rock, 'Whichr-
tlianges during weldhering, can also be measured.
Change in calcium carbonate (CaCO3) content are
easy enough to estimate by appiVing dilute hydro-
chloric acid to the samples and noting the degree
of foaming.

Weathering processes sUch as hydration and oxi-
dation .can be reproduced in the laboratory by
using inexpensive materials, commonly found at
home or school. Study the factors. such as solutions,

2 8
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temperature, and particle size, ihat affect .the rat
of a chemical reaFtion. For example, compiie the-
rate of rust formation (an oxidation process) of a
steel-wool pan cleaner and an iron nail under vari-

ous. conditions. Every day fort.one week, observe
samples 'of each kind of iron dry; soaked, in tap
water, and soaked in salt water. You can also Vary
temperatures..hy using.an oven. Or, observe tiycitt-a-
tion by adding Water to plaster of Paris and ob§erv-
ing hOw the plaster of paris swells. What other
materials can you think of that will react quickly to
waier? Try yeast and salt,

Figure 12. Student
examining bricks to
acke how much they,
have weathered.

7
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TRIPS
Brick Buildings

Walk past several brick buildings in your town
or city. Choose an (1,1d building with unpainted
bricks. Buildings of that,period sometimes have the
date of construction on a cornevstone or near the
front top arch. Examine the brick walls carefully
and watch for the following features (Figure 12):

N ) Is the brick surface smooth or rough and ir-
regular, or does it vary from brick to brick?

2) Are the corna,rs of the bricks angular or
rounded?
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3) Are the bridk-edges straight or irregular?' .

4) 'Axe there many craeks or chips in the bricks?
5), Is- 'the color orthe bricks uniform, or does it

differ from bria to brick? Does the brick have
a different color where it has been chipped?

! 6) Is the mortar between the bricks nearly Qynth
with the brick surface, or do the bricks pro-
trude more than one centimeter beyond the
mortar?.

rxarnjne ihr.wallS' of a brick building built..
in the past 10 to 20 years. Go through the same list
Oriiiiestions and :compare your findings for the two
buiklingW(Figure I 3A).

AM-

A.

ammemionsiewww2Malir

3 0

Figure 13. (A) Cpn-
trast, of fresh and
weathered brick an
walls of brick build-
ings.

A
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Figure 13. (8) Graph
pamperer weather ing

.features of bricks on
buildings erected in
different yea ri.
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Do you think that bykexamining the bricks you
can estimate the age of most brick buildings?
Choose three brick buildings built about 1900,..
1930, and 1960, respectively. each of them
and, at eye level. observe 100 b icks in, a row.
Count and record how many of the.bricks in each
group of 100 show the following features:

I) A rough and irregular surface.
2) Two or more rounded corners.
3) At least one long edge that is irregular.
4) A crack or chip.
Also estimate the average )tance (in milli-

meters) between the mortar and the brick surface.

7,
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'Mei!, compare your`data on the three iauitiings
and plorthe results (Figure '1513). For each
ing, draw-a horiz4tal bar from kft to rialit out to

mynber of- bricks that showed met). feature:
Label this bar with thd -age of that building. In the-- -
sainP.AS-: indicate: the *rage depth of *Aar .

below thkbrick stirface. When you have done this
for all -three buildings, you have-ineasured the
weathehng features of the bricks and -graphically
demonstrated their relation to the age of -the
buildings.

Next, test your data. Choose another building
one whose age you do not know. Study 100 bricks
as before, and plot your new data on the gritph.,
Then compare your findings with the record for
'the other three buildings. From-these results, es-
timate the age Of the undated-building.

Don't be surprised if you find that occasiOnally an:
old brick building has withstood weathering better
than a newer one. Bricks are made from rock ma-
terials, and the materials used during one period
pf time or by one brick factory probably differ in
composition from those made at another time or by
another factory. Then, too, a building may be rela-
tively more pr less sheltered than another of the
smile age. Would you expect a building located on a
windswept hill to weather at a different rate than
one protected by trees in a iiallty?

Sometimes your results may vary, depending on
which side of the building you examine. Have you
ever noticed how snow melts faster on the sunny,
southern exposure of a hillside? Along many east-
west highways in mountainous regions, 'and in the
northern states during the winter and spring, it is
common to see banks of snow restricted to the
north-facing slopes of road cnts (Figure 14). The
slopes facing south have been exposed to warm sun
that has melted their snow. Has this also affected
the degree of weathering of the rocks on the op-
posite sides of the highway? The north side of a
building will not only have snow near it longer, but
will remain wet longer after a rainstorm for the
sanie reason.

32
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Figure 14. Snowbank
remains on north-
facing slope of road
cut (right), has dis-
appeared on south-
facing slope (left).

4

Careful observation may alSo reveal that the
sides of a building-with greater exposure tormois-
tUre may contain abundant algae and lichens and be
More severely weathered. The rows of bricks clos-
est to the ground generally show a higher degree of
weathering; so do those around doors and windows,
particularly at the corners of window sills. Here
again is evidehce of a relationship between expo-
sure to moisture and degree of weathering. What
effect might_prevailing Wind direction have on tlje
weathering t* a building? To ensure the greatest_
accuracy in your observations, try tO be consistent
and always study the same side or exposure of the
buildings you compare. If there are hills in your
area, compare the aniount of vegetation on the
north and south slopes. Which have more vegeta-
tion? Can you expla Why?

1) When old buildings are torn down, the bricks
are saved for building new homes. Why do
you think these "antique bricks" are consid-
ered so desirable by home builders?

2) Builders sometims use bricks made with
rough, ribbed suritites when conStructing new
buildings. We would expect bricks with such
surfaces to weather faster. Why are they
used?

Old stone- buildings or those with stone facings
are also interesting to examine on a neighborhood
field trip. These can be studied in the same manner
as biick buildings.



Tombstones in-a Cemetery V.
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. ..vis4 a cemetery and ekamine tombstones Made
of different rock types such as granite, marble, and
limestone. Compare --timbstonis in hewer parts of
the cemetery: 'with those in older sections (Figure
15); In many cases itis, much more MCA to reAd
the inscriptions on theOlder tombstones. Remember
that a' cemetery shOuld be 'visited 'with proper
respect. Do not deface tombstones' or destroy
priVate property. Alto bo,calniOus about the dan-
gers of falling tOmbstones. Many headstones con-
sitt of a tall engraved Stoner that rests insecurely
on a flat base stone.and can be easily toppled. This
is especially true in older cemeteries.

I ) CQmpare the color of old and new tombstones
of similar rock type. Notice how the surfaces
of the older ones are commonly discolored
spotted or streaked. Do the spots or streaks
occur with respect to any arrangement of
particles in the rock?

2) "F.xaniine the individual minerals within these
same tombstones. Some minerals have
changed more than others, both in color and
hardness. Are these generak the lighter or
darker minerals?

.Ar.

,
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Figure 15. Camped:
son of old arid new
tombstones.
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3 Do you See any stainS'on the tombstones? If
so, what. minerals appear to .be the source.of
this staining?

4) Compare the nature of the surface _of old and
new tombstones. Use whand lens to see these
features more clearly. Do some particles Of. .
the rock stand out in relief on the surfaie?
In banded-or bedded stones, do some layers
stand out on the.surface? .

5) NOtice how irregulk and worn the edges and
corners of many older tombstones are. Look
for spatting, the breaking loose of flat chips
or flakes, of theie stones.

6) Examine the different types' Of rock from
which the older tombstones were made. In
many areas a "local stone" was, commonly
used for the old tombstones. What types of
rock are most common? Do you recqgniie
any as similar to local rock types? Wgieh of
them appear to be less weatfiered? . .

7)- Why would you expect tombstones made of
limestone and marble to withstand weathering
considerably better in Nevada than in Ten-
nessee?

8) Do you know of a readily accessible type of.
local stone -that could be Liked for making
tombstones for your cemetery? If it is not
being used, why not?

9) Do y6u think that by studying their weather-
ing features you could estimate when the
tombstones were erected?

Old Concrete Sidewalks

Find an old sidewalk made of concrete and exam-

ine it carefully.
1) Why is such a sidewalk (or a concrete high-

way) commonly cast in separate slabs?
21 Many older sidewalks show cracks. What are

the possible causes of this cracking?
3) Find a place where. a large tree is growing

dose Co the sidexilk. Has the growth of the
tree had any effect on the sidewalk?

e
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Stone or Concrete. Pillars
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Walk around a pillar made of stone or coli6iite;
lopkcarefully at:the surface, Nptice that the weath-
ering is not uniforin, but instead spows Marked dif-
ferences depending on the exposure. If the pillar
has a sheltered side, for 'example, if it is the corner
post of a porch, is the least weathered surface the
one best protected by the porch roof?

A

QUESTIONS AFfER THE
FIELD TRIPS

Base your answers to the following questions on
your observations in the field, as well as 6n your
knowledge of your community, and neighboring

- region.
I) What industries use local materials that are

directly related to weathering? Consider agri-
cultural activities, suppliers of gravel and
similar materials, and others. What economic
products result?

2) Approximately how many families in your
community art% directly or indirectly depen-
dent on the ranchers, farmers, and workers in
these industries, and on the business and
professional people who dearprimarily with
them?

3) What action could or should be taken in your
community to utilize the products of weather-
ing? To reduce its undesirable effects? (Don't
overlook erosion control and soit cifonserva-
tion as important possibilities.) What eco-
nomic losses in your community result from
weathering?

4) List and rank the factors that in your opinion
influence the rate and products of weathering
in your community.. Remember that several
factors may be closely related, as, for ex-
ample, the amount of rainfall and the rugged-
ness of topography.

36
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5) Are any rocks quarried in your locality for use

as_ facing material on buildings? If so, how
does their rate of weathering compare with

that of brick buildings?
6 Row does weather affect construction

work on either homes or highways .in your
community? Keep in mind that weathering
may cause serious probleins in foundaiion
construction, as by swelling clays or produc-
ing sands too loose to be dependable.

7) . What amusement, recreational, and scenic
interests in your community and neighboring
region aie wholly or in .part 4he result of
'weathering? The attractions in many parks
are particularly important in this regard.

8) Choose two or three geographic regions of
the United States that have climateS markedly
different from those in your local area. What

. changes would you expect in rates and Prod-
ucts of, weathering if the climatic conditions
of these other regions existed in your local
area?

9) Do you think that the rock on the surface of
the moon is weathered? Is the lunar nate of
weathering more or less rapid- than the rate of
weathering on earth? Why? Is there soil on
the moon?

3 7
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Glossary

bedding-7,--observable, discrete layers of rock. Each
bed is set apart from rocks below and above it
by differences in rock type,.planes 61-separa-
tion (called bedding planes), or. both.

. bedrorksolid rock sometimes exposed at the
surface, but commonly underlying unconsoli-
dated earth Material.

differential weatheringa variation in the tate of
weathering of different sections or layers in
a rock mass. It results from variations inethe
chemical composition or differences in the
degree of w eat he ri ng within these sections
or layers of rock.

hydrationa chemical reaction in which the addi-
tidn of water to a compound produces a new
compound.

hydrolysis7a chemical reaction of water (com-
monly dissociated as Rf and OH- ions) with
other compounds, or one of the ions of water
with another ion. By the process of hydiolysis,
relatively insoluble compounds may be broken
down.

,joint a fracture or break in a rock along which
there has been little or no movement parallel
to the fracture surface.

minerala naturally occurring combination of ele-
ments with a compoSition expressable by a
formula. An orderly arrangement of atoms
gives most minerals a crystalline structure.
Over 2000 minerals are know% to exist.

4 0
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oxidation7a chenfical reaction ..inyolving the losi
of one or more eleCtions frOm an ion or atom.
BeCause this reaction most commonly involves
the. Addition of oxY.gen, the proCess is known
as oxidation.

rock fOric-_the arrangement _of the particles
(grains, minerals, roikfragmenti, Or fossils)
in a rock.

silicate mineralone of the many compounds con-
laining-SiO4 tetrahedrons, either isorated or
joined to other oxygen atoms, in. its crystal
lattice. locluded among the silicates are many
of the common rock-forming minerals such as
quartz, the feldspars like orthOclase, themicas,
and the amphibole and pyroxene groups.

soilloosely speaking, all the unconsolidated earth
material -above bedrock. kowever, the term
is generally restricted to earth material so al-
tered by pliysical and chemical wealbering as
to support rooted plants.

soil profilea vertical section of the soil from the
suiface doWn, through the hciriZons (or layers)
of _different observable characteristics that
have forthed during the soil-building processes
into the parent rock material below.

pecific gravitythe ratio of the mass of a substance
to the mass of an equal volume of water at 4°C.
Specifiegravity Can be determined by dividing
the weight of the substance in air by the weight
of an equal volume of water.. These compari-
sons' are commonly made by a double Pan ,
spring balance known as a Jolly balance.

eatheringe-the alteration of material at or near'
. the earth's surface through4hysical and chem-

ical pnicesses. Weathering is an adjustment of
materials to envirimmental coniiitionuttn_rder
to attain eqtrilibrium.

4 1
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